Endodontic Surgery – A Challenge to an Endodontist
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For years together, many dentists unaccountably have separated endodontics into two divisions: Conservative and Surgical. The term ‘conservative’ has been used as a synonym of non-surgical treatment since 1884 when Farrar described “radical and heroic treatment of alveolar abscess” [1]. Noah Chivian correctly protested that using the term conservative to mean “without surgery” would indicate that surgery is a radical approach. However, because surgical endodontic approach is often the only method of salvaging otherwise hopeless teeth, it is indeed conservative.

According to strictest sense and definition of the word “surgery”, most endodontic treatments fall into the category of a surgical procedure, since; it involves removal of tissues, such as vital pulp, necrotic debris or dentin.

The term “Endodontic surgery” encompasses surgical procedures performed to remove the causative agents of radicular and periradicular disease and to restore these tissues to functional health.

Currently, endodontic surgery falls into more than one domain and is a predictable and integral part of comprehensive endodontic services.

Presently, there are four major areas of surgical endodontics, namely, surgical drainage, radicular surgery, replacement surgery and implant surgery. These areas of endodontic surgery have certain basic similarities but have considerable differences as well in terms of indications and techniques, which should be well known to the endodontists, as it has been correctly said by Late Dr. Irwing J. Naidorf, that “A good surgeon knows how to cut, but, an excellent surgeon knows when to cut” [2].

Hence, the modern day dental surgeon, who performs this surgery, must have in-depth knowledge of surgical principles, case selection, indications and contraindications of the procedure and recent advances.

Although, over the past few decades, the list of indications for surgery has diminished, there are definite cases in which the tooth cannot be saved without surgery and these constitute the ‘core’ of indications. But, the surgical approach is indicated only when non-surgical retreatment is not possible or will not correct the problem, as, endodontic surgery has often been perceived with skepticism because of high precision requirement, low success rate and management of conscious, nervous patients (Figure 1).

With the recent advent of magnification and illumination, coupled with ultrasonic root-end preparations and sealing with new retrograde materials, the success of surgical endodontic treatment will provide the answer to solving myriad problems that were once considered hopeless [3-5].

Other important factors that have enhanced the success and increased the application of surgery are research and education.
Advanced endodontic programs have increasingly emphasized surgical training in response to the need for this treatment approach.

The expanded scope of endodontic surgery includes apical curettage, apicectomies, root-end filling, root resections, hemisection, replantation, transplantations, and guided tissue regeneration, with more advances on the horizon [6-9].

There has been a sea of changes in approach towards surgical endodontics in the past decade or two, due to an avalanche of new techniques and materials which have given clinician a wide range of choices in this conservative approach and allow him to go ahead, with confidence, in treatment, management and conservation of each tooth that could not be otherwise saved [10,11].

An exhaustive effort towards conservation of maximum possible tooth structure has been justified by the fact that a mouth without teeth is like a mill without its stone, and you must value a tooth more than a diamond.
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